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The Abbots’ Letters of Reflection 

                          Receiving Gifts 
 
ight in the middle of repairs to our new home, moving into the guesthouse and awaiting 

the pods of furniture, etc., we received an unexpected gift.  Yesterday, my friend was 

ordained as the Auxiliary Bishop of San Antonio.  I first met him when he was a Lenten 

speaker at St. Barnabas in Fredericksburg.  I never figured I would run across him again, however, he 

has been in my life for over 10 years now.  He has gone from Father to Monsignor and now to The 

Most Reverend.  Over the years, he has lived into his authenticity that I thought I had experienced so 

many years before.  When Eucharist was celebrated during the Ordination Ceremony, I went forward 

for a blessing.  Since my friend was serving the congregation in another area, it was the Archbishop I 

encountered as I walked toward the altar. 

 
In the stress of the past few months, (even positive things can cause stress) there has been much 

given.  Once we had a buyer, it seemed things fell into place.  This process has been tiring, but not 

painful.  The buyers are precious and are continuing with the retreat and B&B.  So many friends 

and family helped us organize in order to leave our home of 22+ years.  We found a new home and 

bought from a caring, loving family. I can feel the good spirit they left in this place.  Our children 

graciously housed us for two plus months, not two weeks as they first thought.  They opened space 

for us and constantly assured us of how happy they were we decided to move in with them.  

 

 It can take up to 10 people before you find even a clue to what you need, but helpful information 

will appear.  We found the contacts, who have come in and out and prepared this space for living 

comfortably.    

           



In times of rest we have discovered we co-habit this property with hawks, fox, white tail and axis 

deer.  There have been many birds, including the sighting of four bright Blue Birds winging their 

way between the cedars.  I caught a glimpse of something fat, furry and fast, eating from Sari’s dog 

dish the other night.  And gratefully, the night sky is dark enough that we can see Orion and the 

Dipper. 

 

The blessings and gifts of this time have been many.  When I asked for a blessing, the Archbishop 

placed his hand on my head.  Instead of bowing, I looked into his eyes.  What I saw was one of the 

kindest faces I have ever seen.  In that moment, I felt truly blessed to have been invited to 

participate in something far outside my frame of reference.  This was not the “Catholic” church I 

heard about growing up in a small Dutch town in upstate New York.  Those old prejudices have 

been challenged many times over the years but more so in the past few.  God keeps doing that, 

surprising me with awe and wonder at the magnitude of his love and compassion for ALL and in all. 

 

Four adults (two with full time jobs), two teen-age boys and three dogs make for getting to know 

each other up close and personal.  TMI at times!  However, our family’s commitment to us, made 

learning the dance of relationships, go fairly well.  They made sure to hug us before we went to bed 

every night.  We do miss that.  Both of our children who live near-by have helped schlep our 

belongings from storage, paint, and loaned pots and pans along with tools.  Best of all, they have 

come with enthusiasm as they envision this new space for our family.  

 

The people who agreed to do repairs on this older house seem glad to be doing their jobs.  They 

take pride in their work and do the work well.  They are dependable and pleasant. The previous 

owner left us a sheet with all the people who had done work for him and even graded them from 

A+ to C.  Talk about a blessing! 

 

 A month ago, I awoke after sensing, hearing (??) the assurance that all we needed would be 

provided.  It does appear the message of my dream is coming to fruition.  

 

So, life begins in this new chapter.  The move has brought us insights and numerous invitations to 

practice, practice, and practice.  If we hadn’t decided it was time for change, we would have missed 

what God is doing new in our lives. Of course, the unfolding of life is what happens all the time in 

everyone’s life.  This telling is just a small piece of our world in the moment.  On a greater scale, we 

have all been given much to ponder since the election, and as I watch and listen, I am called to 

examine my own cherished opinions, prejudices, and judgments.  The practice I have been given is 

to HOLD FIRM.  I am asked to pay attention and stay awake lest I fall into over reacting and 

becoming offended when people and just plain life don’t work the way I think they “should.”   I 

miss the many acts of kindness, compassion and love that play out in the world, and especially in 

my life. 

 

Boerne is a busy place.  There is lots of energy stimulated by young families, tourists and active 

long-time residents.  Some people still have political signs up around here.  I have friends who are 



still posting their pain on Facebook.  At a time of uncertainty about so much, when fear and anger 

bubble to the surface, it is important to my balance and well-being to stay mindful.  We don’t know 

what we are to do here.  For the time being, it seems to matter to wave, smile and approach 

everything with an open heart and open mind. In the meantime, a friend asked if she could drop by 

on her way to the vet in Boerne.  

 

And so, the new story begins…….     

 

Blessings,  

 

Karen Poidevin (Abbot) 


